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An artist is someone who uses bravery, insight,
creativity, and boldness to challenge the status quo.
Seth Godin, Linchpin

The corporate learning field is in dire need of bravery, insight, creativity and boldness. It has been
stuck in an antiquated rut for too long. Full classrooms and smile-sheet summaries only indicate
employees can successfully sit through training, not that these strategies demonstrate value or
engender growth in competitive organizations.
The people responsible for fostering education throughout organizations ought to consider
becoming, as Godin suggests, artists. With a nod toward early twentieth-century innovations,
moving the art world toward natural forms, the corporate education function should aim to
become learning nouveau.
Lead the people around you from a position of curiosity and clarity. Transform the world around
you from a position of creativity and courage. Model for everyone to see that you are learning and
discovering alongside employees, business partners and customers at an accelerating pace.
In this hyper-connected age, people learn from Wikipedia, YouTube and Google as often on-thego as from their desks. This establishes expectations far different than university-style lectures
and CDROM-like elearning programs.

People of all ages expect real-time access to answers and insights that inform
decision-making and provide them an edge.
The corporate learning ranks must burst with contributory leaders, demonstrating an innovative
spirit and collaborative mindset. Corporate education must shift from 2D to 3D. From static to
spirited.
Let’s move from Status Quo Ante (as was before) to Ad Meliora (toward better things).
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We are sculptors finding ourselves in the evolution of
choosing, not in the results of choice.
Sheena Iyengar, The Art of Choosing

In 2009, Coca Cola set out to refresh the way soda was dispensed at restaurants such as
McDonalds and Moe’s. It aimed to put choice in customers’ hands. It intended to empower its
customer with the act of artistry.
Designed with the automaker Ferrari, Coca Cola introduced Freestyle; a sleek new approach to do
more than serve soda. Freestyle is a drink machine that can mix over 100 different kinds of Coca
Cola products including soda pop, power drinks, and flavored waters.
In a modern twist on the 1950s soda-shop float, Freestyle brings choice and collaboration to
customers’ fingertips. Strangers and groups of diners alike, standing in front of this modern
marvel, teach one another what they’ve created and introduce new possibilities in longestablished mealtime patterns.
As thirsty consumers mix new flavors, Coca Cola, through built-in business intelligence, tests the
new creations, deciding whether to bottle and market these drinks for others to enjoy.
Freestyle shows a glimpse into the future of customer expectations. It offers a vision—and even a
model—for corporate learning.

Education represents a more complicated process than soda making, however it is also an
inefficient business in need of creativity, choice, collaboration, and courage.
Today trainers serve a few dozen employees at once in expensive classrooms at frequently
inconvenient times. Learning management systems disseminate and track courses that capture a
small fraction of what’s learned across the enterprise. These characteristics pass as necessary
until organizations reimagine and redefine success. Instead of educating a few hundred or
thousand people a year, what if the learning function aimed to impact hundreds of thousands?
Learning nouveau can offer both branded and personalized options that can be consumed in the
precise manner that suits all the people served. Learning records can be tracked to provide and
predict what people seek and how they wish to learn it. These options should reach far beyond
that which was created by any one department and announces to the organization, “We provide a
palette to learn most anything, anytime.”
Not only could learning managers become artists, they would lead organizations that are modern,
well designed, simple, and fun.
Yet, how?
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People learn best within the context of their needs.
What they need drives their agendas and how they prioritize their time. Consider these scenarios: A
colleague hears that the software she’s using for budgeting can be customized to surface predictive
analytics, enticing her to schedule time with a coach who specializes on advanced capabilities.
Another coworker learns about a new position in a city where he has dreamed of living. Amid his busy
schedule, he notices LinkedIn contacts there, ask about the schools, and attends to leadership skills
that require fine-tuning. Needs educe action.
Yet, most corporate education relies on an inverse approach, inferring that one department can or
should dictate what people throughout the organization need to learn. This practice perpetuates a
myth that knowledge is bureaucratic, aided and abetted by a goal for efficiency and control. The
prevailing model is certainly not learning within the context of people’s needs. To meet critical
business objectives, an organization needs enterprise-wide intellect, innovation and action.

Learning is like light; not a program contained in a system or room.
Chinese philosopher Lao-Tse wrote, “If you tell me, I will listen. If you show me, I will see. But if you
let me experience, I will learn.”
Learning is constructed in situ, through conversation and circumstance, supported by relationships
and trusted networks. It can be augmented with collaboration technologies that encourage people to
surface experiences and content
across location, operating
system, and topic.
Information and insights scale
through integrated platforms
and iterative approaches.
Analytic tools indicate what
languishes or sticks. Knowledge
moves out of a vault into a
tablet-app or “bring-your-ownbrowser” mindset, and then
across the air people breathe.
Learning nouveau should serve
three purposes for its
constituents: to Access,
Recommend and Curate.
Learning managers must
establish a new ARC if they want
to remain relevant for the next
decade and beyond.
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Organizations that leverage internal social networking
tools for learning and knowledge-transfer are 53%
more likely to achieve best-in-class results than those
that do not. Aberdeen Group
With ready access to information, people can learn even when they do not make an intentional effort.
To ensure the workforce learns all they need to succeed, education leaders must extend access and
vigilantly keep their organizations from accidentally becoming learnings’ gatekeepers. Their goal
ought to be meaningful work, accelerated innovation, and responsive performance—not learning
itself. Learning is a means, not an outcome.
Rather than manage and measure the amount of instruction provided through informal and formal
means, socially or “on your own,” mobile or desktop-based, education leaders should focus on everevolving topic distinctions and the useful ways people can access them. Some content may be created
within the learning department. More may emerge throughout the enterprise. For learning nouveau,
the learning function should amplify information people need to learn, regardless of format or origin.
At McKesson, Claudia Faerber and her team drive sustainability and guide learning direction by
measuring the methods that people are using to learn most effectively. Like the Freestyle drink
machine from Coca Cola, they gain visibility into people’s preferences and measurable value. They
analyze which learning methods create the best performance, including self-teaching with no
corporate involvement. From the insights, McKesson can increase effectiveness while reducing time
loss and costs from skill gaps. The organization saves millions of dollars and creates a more
connected, engaged workforce.
Picture in your organization a recently appointed department head who will travel across the globe for
the first eight weeks on the job. She is not thinking, “I need socially-oriented informal mobile learning
to prepare me for this role.” These categories, used by most training departments, are meaningless in
the real world and antithetical to people’s natural desire to improve.
Along with her promotion comes a link to a leadership development portal where she downloads to
her iPad several inspiring and informative modules about advances in people-management, high
performance teams, and issues facing her colleagues in Asia. When it comes time for budgeting, she
instinctively goes to that same portal to find quick videos reminding her how to create pivot tables.
While there she sees a pointer to capabilities of the system that will save her hours of time, a heated
conversation between her peers, conference notes, and a request to the learning department seeking a
course this quarter on business intelligence, asking them to find a top-notch instructor.
By re-establishing itself as the means to provide access to what people need to learn, learning
nouveau can demonstrate the first stage of the improved ARC for the organization.
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Determination, energy, and courage appear spontaneously when
we care deeply about something. We take risks that are
unimaginable in any other context. Margaret J. Wheatley
While work hours have increased across the globe, employee engagement, the measured recognition
that employees are happy (or not) at their workplace, has sunk. The Gallup organization reported that
in 2011 only 29% of employees were actively engaged in their current jobs. 54% were not-engaged and
17% were actively disengaged. The levels of not-engaged and disengaged, accounted for almost twothirds of all employees. According to research from Aon Hewitt in 2010, each disengaged employee
costs, on average, $10,000 in profit annually.
Learning nouveau can facilitate an increase in engagement by closely aligning the satisfaction people
glean from seeing the outcome of their labor with a natural desire to share what they’ve learned.
Laurie Bassi of McBassi & Company points out that engagement is situational and individually
motivated, not as swayed by uniform processes as previously believed. She recommends that
organizations focus on the human drivers of business results, assisting people developing strategies to
improve performance, which in turn results in greater engagement as a byproduct.

When learning departments change their trajectories—when they easily,
readily, and fluidly recommend opportunities for people to learn, they can
offer choices that map to the individual needs of each employee.
This recommender service can be easily accomplished through social media and business intelligence
tools. Rather than mimic books, mirror the capabilities of Amazon.com, which completely customizes
its interface to recommend products focused on the individual and their interests. “Today’s
Recommendations for You,” “Your Browsing History,” “Fix This Recommendation,” “Recent
Searches,” “Recent Categories,” as well as simple features like “Look Inside” enhance the experience
around buying books and making decisions. Each recommends specific offerings to the customer,
customized to their interests, past history, experience and so on.
To curate is to select, organize, and look after items in a collection of assets. The term derives from
Latin (from curare to care). A curator manages the care and superintendence of something. What
does learning nouveau have superintendence over going forward? Knowledge.
What knowledge management theorists and systems attempted to do in the last decade can be
harnessed, lead, and executed by learning nouveau into the future. Curating both defined and
inferred knowledge is the final component to the new learning ARC.
According to Dr. Martin Hilbert in Science, workers are now transmitting the equivalent of six
newspapers each day in information and receive the equivalent of 174 newspapers of data. With such
powerful advances in technology, employees are becoming overburdened with information while
seemingly having difficulty sorting through what might actually help them perform in their jobs.
Declining capabilities reduce organizational value.
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Information overload is not the problem; you want all the
information. It's filter failure. Curation solves the problem
of filter failure. Clay Shirky
Education leaders must be on a quest to curate knowledge blazing through the organizational
networks and digital pipelines, positioning and marketing the most effective insights to employees in
usable forms.
The networks we live in extend the reach of our learning communities, as in the case of the Village of
Schaumberg Illinois where the citizens expect around the clock engagement with their local
government. Hoping to make information more searchable and sharable for employees to service
their citizen’s demand, they developed a social media hub their employees use every day for
communication and productivity. “[Our portal] keeps all employees in the loop, while also giving our
senior management an easy way to gauge progress,” says Peter Schaak, director of IT. The everincreasing knowledge stream is now relevant to employees—and ultimately the citizens of
Schaumberg.
Rather than just repost content, leaving employees to wonder how a colleague’s work related to her
own or what lessons were learned along the way, curated collections can also amplify new patterns
and approaches to work.

Curators can directly connect collaborative content with executable work.
One collection could contain examples of presentations that resulted in high sales and those that
didn’t, highlighting the subtle changes in style over time and across departments. From this,
coworkers can watch the action unfold, add to the story themselves, and engage with others to
improve their organizations outcomes. Instead of viewing each new bit of information they receive as
a smattering of puzzle pieces, curated content can create a clearer pictures of how the enterprise
works and how each person’s pieces contributes.
Learning nouveau becomes an ear to the organization’s ground, highlighting and packaging gems
from the flow of information as it passes through activity streams, wikis, blogs, articles, emails,
periodicals, and videos. Corporate educators transform from arbitrators to amplifiers of intellect.
From captain of the knowledge vessel to the crew that ensures information and insights set sail.

To instill the dexterity and flexibility necessary to seize elusive opportunity,
companies must move beyond traditional methods and find ways to inject
within their leadership candidates the cognitive skills to drive creative
solutions. IBM, Global Chief Human Resource Officer Study
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It is managers who empower individuals and create the space for them to excel, or not. It is
managers who help to articulate a compelling and socially relevant vision then make it a
rallying cry, or not. Gary Hamel, What Matters Now
While there is no paint-by-numbers kit to move educators from canvas to learning nouveau,
managers energize their organizations forward by standing for a vision that matters—then
demonstrating bravery, insight, creativity, and boldness in the actions they take.
1. Become technically fluent. The tools corporate educators use must encompass more than
traditional learning technologies such as the LMS, elearning development tools, and PowerPoint.
They need to understand and use savvy with collaboration and community-building technologies.
2. Befriend the CIO, CFO, and CHRO. These leader need to see the power of collaborative
behavioural change to their bottom lines. Enroll them in the access, recommend, and curration
process, asking what of their assets would benefit from fresh attention and a wider stage.
3. Open the learning function to new roles, responsibilities, and job descriptions. Ask
who amongst the instructional ranks could serve as guides and digital gardeners. Radically
upgrade the portfolio and attributes of the training team to eradicate the mindset that learning is
something people go to or register for.
4. Infuse learning and knowledge sharing into every part of your culture. Connect with
employees, subject-matter experts, business partners, and customers to collate existing knowledge
and experience into a pipeline of easily findable solutions that reach well into the future.
5. Broaden the range of situations and experiences that influence daily decisions. To
create masterworks, learning nouveau needs courageous people with perseverance, who look out
into the world and know they are here to make a difference. They are here to make art.
Can the learning profession challenge the status quo and become the creative force that revolutionizes
corporations?
Yes.

In 1806, Jean Chalgrin designed the iconic Arc de Triomphe in Paris. By enacting the three
behaviors from the ARC model, the learning nouveau manager of tomorrow will in fact be
both an artist as well as triumphant.
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Marcia Conner (@marciamarcia), principal of Sensify Group, is the co-author of The
New Social Learning: A Guide to Transforming Organizations Through Social Media
and the best-selling book Learn More Now. She is one of the foremost thought-leaders
on collaborative culture and learning, advising leaders across the globe. She is a member
of Telefónica’s Disruptive Council, contributor to Fast Company, and fellow of the
Darden School of Business. Her next book is on the untapped energy of human
ingenuity. For more visit www.marciaconner.com

Dan Pontefract (@dpontefract) is the author of Flat Army: Creating a Connected and
Engaged Organization. He heads Learning & Collaboration at TELUS where he is
responsible for the overarching leadership development, learning and collaboration
strategy for the company. Dan introduced the TELUS Leadership Philosophy (TLP), an
open and collaborative-based leadership framework for all 40,000+ TELUS employees
as well as the Learning 2.0 model; the shift to a social, informal and formal learning &
collaboration model. For more, visit www.danpontefract.com

Kerry Brown (@kerrybrownSAP), SAP evangelist, helps companies achieve
organizational competency with SAP to create value while becoming a best-run
company. An international speaker on change management, learning evolution and
revolution, social and collaboration, she interacts with diverse global occupational
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directly for Coca Cola Enterprises, Baker Hughes and CSR. For more,
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